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C O N T E N T

In recent years our world view has been 
deeply shaken time and time again. How 
do you react to that? With blinkers? With 
a sense of powerlessness? We’ve all defi-
nitely had that feeling before. But our path 
to a future worth living requires active 
engagement and clear commitments – the 
will for an awakening and a revolution.

The issue of safety is the foundation 
of ORTOVOX. Our first product was an 
avalanche transceiver. More than 40 
years later, our mission still is to protect 
mountaineers – but also to protect the 
mountains. 

For us as a company, this 
means questioning our 
current economic model. 
The idea of growth and profit 
maximization cannot be our 
top priority. Our task is to 
keep promoting durability, 
care and repair of our prod-
ucts to establish a circular 
economy.

Each and every one of us 
can make things happen, but 
collectively our leverage is 
more powerful. 

Christian Schneidermeier, 
ORTOVOX CEO

Each and every one of us can make things 
happen, but collectively our leverage 
is more powerful. That is why we are 
committed to preserving one of the world’s 
most important rainforests, the Tarkine, 
in the homeland of our Tasmanian sheep 
farmers. And in western Ukraine we are 
contributing to a biodiversity project that 
was brought to our attention by our local 
production partners – however, since 
Putin’s invasion of Ukraine, our donations 
are now being used for humanitarian aid.

We are not only working closely with our 
partners, but also within the industry: 
Our competitors in the market are our 
colleagues on the path to a fairer, more 
sustainable world. We not only exchange 
ideas, but also join forces in order to 
create effective leverage along the supply 
chain (for example with our Decarboniza-
tion Project).

We are going our own way with determi-
nation and confidence. The Planet Report 
provides an insight into this.

Christian Schneidermeier,  
CEO ORTOVOX
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Our 2022 Sustainability Report – the 
Planet Report – provides an insight 
into the wide range of environmental 
and climate protection measures we 
are taking to achieve our vision. This 
supplements our People Report, in which 
we report on our commitment to better 
working conditions.

https://www.ortovox.com/ORTOVOX/catalogs/sustainability-insights/en/index.html
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   WE ARE
         ORTOVOX

Since the company was founded in 1980 in the south of 
Munich, ORTOVOX has stood for the highest possible protection 
during alpine activities. As a pioneer in the avalanche safety 
field, ORTOVOX has played a key role in the development of 
emergency equipment for mountain sports. Mountain sports 
apparel from and with wool has been enhancing the ORTOVOX 
product range since 1988.

ORTOVOX PROTECTS

As our number one brand value, protec-
tion is the central focus of all ORTOVOX 
activities. Protection does not only mean 
that provided by our products, but also the 
protection of mankind, the environment 
and animals. Sustainable economic man-
agement, fair working conditions and high 
standards of animal welfare are key values 
to which every employee is committed. 
Passion for the mountains goes hand in 
hand with an awareness that sustainable 
action is necessary in our work as well 
as in our private lives. Only then can we 
really claim to have achieved sustainable, 
entrepreneurial success. The working 
practices of ORTOVOX and its partners are 
shaped by the ethical and moral values of 
the company and its employees.

The company



30 active countries

130 employees

ORTOVOX IN NUMBERS

The company

Number of different styles 
2022 summer season: 249 
2022/23 winter season: 437
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WE TAKE RESPONSIBILITY

Together with “Customer & Brand” and “Culture & Strategy,” 
the third of our three elementary pillars, the “Sustainability 
& Quality” division, is firmly established within the Executive 
Board and thus in the entire corporate structure. The CSR 
(Corporate Social Responsibility) department 
is responsible for the strategic, operational 
implementation of sustainability in all areas of 
the company and reports directly to the Exec-
utive Board. The five-person team ensures 
that exemplary sustainability guidelines are 
defined and adhered to – focusing in particular 
upon the supply chain, but also upon the prod-
ucts and the site in Taufkirchen. To this end, the 
team engages in weekly discussions with all departmental 
managers and attends collection, communication and 
sales meetings. During the onboarding process, too, new 
employees are introduced to the company’s sustainability 
efforts as a core topic.

The significance of sustainability 
is also reflected in the fact that 
ORTOVOX considers its CSR goals 
to be on a par with its overriding 
corporate objectives.

The company
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OUR OBJECTIVES AND HOW WE 
MONITOR THEM

As a company, we developed the ProtAct2024 sustaina-
bility strategy, which reflects our commitment to taking 
full responsibility for mankind and nature in all corporate 
activities. ProtAct2024 is ORTOVOX’s next step toward 
more sustainability. The following focus areas were 
selected:

• Animal Welfare
• Climate Protection
• Social Responsibility
• Environmental Protection
• Supply Chain
• Durability

A project brief was created for each focus area, 
defining milestones and integrated performance 
indicators, and also outlining responsibilities 
within the company. The key figures are 
regularly recorded in internal audit processes, 
and the planned and implemented measures 
are reassessed in order to ensure targets are 
achieved.

In addition, ORTOVOX has been a member of 
Fair Wear Foundation and the Partnership for 
Sustainable Textiles since 2015. In the course of 
our membership of these organizations, we have 
been externally audited every year since 2015 
as part of the Brand Performance Check and the 
Textiles Partnership’s review process, and we 
disclose our activities transparently.
.

Our goal is to be better than 
that which is required by law. 
We aim to be pioneers. To make 
a difference.

OUR 
FOCUS AREAS

The company
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OUR PARTNERS/ INITIATIVES

VALUE-ADDED CHAIN

All of our sustainability activities and 
commitments listed in this report have 
direct and indirect impacts on various 
stakeholders. The aim of this overview 
is to show the stages that the measures 
affect along the value-added chain. The 
diagram also shows that we distribute 
our resources and capacities across all 
phases.

DESIGN & 
PRODUCTION RAW MATERIAL

YARN
PRODUCTION

TISSUE
PRODUCTION

GARMENT 
PRODUCTION TRANSPORT WAREHOUSE DEALER CUSTOMER BRAND

CO
2
 FREERIDER

COMPANY CARBON 
FOOTPRINT

PRODUCT CARBON 
FOOTPRINT

CLIMATE PROTECTION 
EXPERT GROUP  

SUPPLY CHAIN 
DECARBONIZATION PROJECT

OWP CARBON FARM PROJECT

EOCA ENGAGEMENT

PACKAGING INITIATIVE

SINGLE-USE PLASTIC 
PROJECT

HIGG INDEX

POLLUTANT-FREE 
PRODUCTION

FEM MS/FEM FEM FEM BRM BRM

CARE & REPAIR

RENTAL

RECYCLABLE 
PRODUCT CLONES 

OWP FARM LEWISHAM

STORE

WAREHOUSE

TIER 4 TIER 3 TIER 2 TIER 1

The company
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IMPACT MIDDLE BIG VERY 
BIG

MATERIALITY MATRIX There are many ways to increase sustainability, all 
of which have their merits. And yet for us as a com-
pany, we have to objectively analyze, evaluate and 
prioritize the numerous issues and activities. We do 
this with our materiality matrix, which covers three 
dimensions

RELEVANCE FOR ORTOVOX
Clearly, none of the issues are unimportant. We 
therefore sort from “important” to “very important”, 
always keeping our six defined focus areas in mind.

FEASIBILITY
How easy or difficult is it for us to achieve the objec-
tives of a measure? What capacities and resources 
are needed; how much time does a project require?

IMPACT
What effects do our projects have? Where do we 
have the greatest impact? How can we really make a 
difference?

For better clarity, we have included the evaluation of 
these three criteria – relevance (R), feasibility (F) and 
impact (I) – in the left margin for each issue.

F

R

I

FEASABILITY

R
ELEVA

N
CE FO

R
 O

R
TO

VO
X

IMPORTANT

VERY 
IMPORTANT

EASY DIFFICULT

100% 
PFC-free 
collection

Climate 
neutrality at the

ORTOVOX HQ

Strengthen
sustainable 

retailer

Fair Wear 
Leader status

projects
Know,

Knowledge,
Care

Promoting 
the appreciation 

of the people 
in our supply 

chain

Spreading 
the idea of  
sustainable 

consumption

Mountain 
Second Life: 

Rental

Climate 
neutrality + 
significant 
reduction

No new 
plastic

Effective 
chemical 

management 

Mountain 
Second Life: 

Care 
& Repair

60% 
production in 

Europe

100% 
zertifizierte 
OWP-Wolle

100% OWP 
certified wool 

and transparent
supply chain

We have identified the topics 
marked with the ProtAct2024 logo 
as core areas for us and anchored 
them in our sustainability strategy.

The company
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OUR 
  PROGRESS

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

99.56% OF OUR SUMMER 
COLLECTION IS PRODUCED 
FREE FROM PFC.

ANIMAL WELFARE

100% OF OUR WOOL 
IS MULESING FREE.

CLIMATE PROTECTION

OUR ENTIRE 2022/23 
WINTER COLLECTION WILL 
BE CLIMATE NEUTRAL.

SUPPLY CHAIN

56% OF OUR PRODUCTS ARE 
PRODUCED IN EUROPE, AND 
THIS FIGURE IS RISING.

DURABILITY

THE INTRODUCTION OF RENTAL 
AND REPAIR SERVICES ENABLES 
SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

FOR THE FOURTH TIME IN A ROW, 
WE HAVE BEEN AWARDED FAIR 
WEAR FOUNDATION LEADER 
STATUS.

Sustainability is complex, and the ways to achieve it 
are diverse and unique. In order to work in a focused 

way and make real progress, we defined six core areas 
for our sustainability goals in 2019 with ProtAct2024. 
Many subgoals have already been achieved, but we are 
not resting on our laurels. We work continuously to further 
minimize our negative impact in order to protect our 
planet. 

MORE INFO

MORE INFO

MORE INFO MORE INFO

MORE INFOMORE INFO

The company

https://www.ortovox.com/de-en/ortovox/protACT%20
https://www.ortovox.com/de-en/ortovox/protact/umweltschutz
https://www.ortovox.com/de-en/ortovox/protact/tierwohl
https://www.ortovox.com/de-en/ortovox/protact/lieferkette
https://www.ortovox.com/de-en/ortovox/protact/klimaschutz-klimaneutralitaet
https://www.ortovox.com/de-en/ortovox/protact/langlebige-produkte
https://www.ortovox.com/de-en/ortovox/protact/soziale-gerechtigkeit
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CLIMATE PROTACTION
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Clothing and equipment, travel and 
increased energy consumption cause 

approximately 1,902kg of CO₂ each year. 
With our products – from the materials to 
production to transport – and our entire 
corporate culture, we are determined to do 
our bit to reduce this number. That’s what 
this report is all about.

5.2m² – that’s just enough for a short, 
sharp turn in deep snow. But that’s the 
amount of arctic ice that melts due to 
the average freerider’s CO₂ consumption 
per season.

And the fact that you are reading 
this report gives us confidence that 
we are not alone on this journey. 
Thank you!

 

   5.2m² 
       ARCTIC ICE

Climate protaction

I

F
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TAKING STOCK
THE AVERAGE CARBON FOOTPRINT  

OF A FREERIDER PER SEASON

appr.  1.902kg CO2 
causes one average freerider per season. T his equates to 15 economy flights 

from Munich to Berlin or the melting of 5.2 m2 of Arctic ice.

22 days of  
resort skiing 
117.82kg CO2

Accessories 
- Headband, 
Socks, Gloves 
0.96kg CO2

Backpack
3.38kg CO2

4. 140 km  
of travveling by car
1.383.35kg CO2

11 overnight stays (hotel) 
285.89kg CO2

Clothing:  
7 x Laundry,  
2x Dry cleaning 
6.48kg CO2

Hardgoods  
(Ski, Binding, 
 Beacon, Probe,  
Shovel, Helmet,  
Goggles)
9.92kg CO2*

1st Layer Shirt/P ants 
1.11kg CO2

Fleece +  
Isulation Jacket 
1,11kg CO2

Food 
66.51kg CO2

Hardshell  
Jacke/Hose 
12.02kg CO2

1 x Impregnation 
Hardshell  
6.07kg CO2

The average freerider 
produces 1,902kg of 
CO₂ per season. 

This equates to 15 
economy flights from 
Munich to Berlin or 
the loss of 5.2m² of 
arctic ice.

Climate protaction
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CO
2
MITTMENT TO 

      CLIMATE NEUTRALITY
Environmental protection is part of our 
self-image and defines our business 
activities. Our declared aim is to 
achieve climate neutrality. To do this, 
we are reducing and offsetting the 
emissions generated at our sites and 
in our production. From summer 2023, 
ORTOVOX will be completely climate 
neutral – a whole year before our 
previously set date!

But that is by no means the end of the pro-
cess! We will continue to work constantly 

to reduce our carbon footprint in all areas: 
To do this, we will determine our Company 
Carbon Footprint (CCF) and Product Carbon 
Footprint (PCF). The CCF takes into account the 
direct and indirect emissions of a company at 
its location – for example, energy consumption 
and business trips. All emissions generated 
during the production process of an ORTOVOX 
product until it leaves our warehouse are 
recorded by the PCF.

“Climate neutral” does not 
mean that we no longer 
generate any emissions, but 
that we offset the currently 
unavoidable emissions with 
recognized climate projects.

Climate protaction
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Developing and 
implementing new strategies 
for reduction

2 Reducing

Our path to 
climate neutrality

Recording our carbon footprint 
in all areas, from stationery to 
travel to the buckles on our 
backpacks

1 Calculating

Offsetting the CO₂ surplus, for 
example through certified 
climate protection projects in 
Switzerland and China 

3 Offsetting 

When it comes to decreasing our footprint, reducing 
emissions has priority over offsetting them.

Unavoidable CO₂ emissions are offset by supporting 
climate protection projects. With ClimatePartner, we 
have a team of experts at our side to develop and 
promote offsetting projects.

Based upon the calculation carried out in 2021, 
ORTOVOX was awarded the “climate neutral” label for 
climate protection on site. In doing so, ClimatePartner 
confirms that ORTOVOX offsets unavoidable emissions 
by supporting regional mountain forest projects in 
Switzerland and reforestation in China.

The projects can be viewed at www.climatepartner.com 
using the following ClimatePartner IDs: 14685-2009-
1001, 14685-2006-1001.

Offsetting also has its place, 
as many climate protection 
projects can only be 
implemented in this way.

ClimatePartner offers companies solutions for climate protection – by helping 
them calculate and reduce CO₂ emissions and offset them through global off-
setting projects. In addition, ClimatePartner advises companies on their climate 
protection strategies. The Partner label creates transparency and traceability 
with ID numbers, which consumers can use to track every offset down to the last 
kilogram of CO₂.

Climate protaction

http://www.climatepartner.com 
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Designation tons of CO2

Scope 1
DIRECT EMISSIONS

Company vehicle fleet 47.76 t CO
2

Scope 2
EMISSIONS GENERATED WHEN 
PURCHASING ENERGY

Purchased heating

Purchased electricity

37.41 t CO
2

0.46 t CO
2

Scope 3
INDIRECT EMISSIONS

Employees; travel and home office 

Fuel- and energy-related emissions

Purchased goods and services such as 
printed products, electronic equipment, 
packaging materials 

Business travel

202.41 t CO
2

37.17 t CO
2

21.15 t CO
2

3.40 t CO
2

    COMPANY CARBON 
FOOTPRINT 2021 
        DATA REPORT FOR GERMANY 

CO₂ emissions were calculated using consumption 
data and emission factors. Primary data were used 
wherever possible. If these were not available, second-
ary data from recognized sources were used. 

Scope 1
41.98%
266 t

Scope 2
9.36%
59 t

Scope 3
48.66%
308 t

For comparison: The emissions in the 2021 
Ortovox Company Carbon Footprint correspond 
to the carbon footprint of 40 Europeans. Each 
person in Europe generates an average of 8.7t 
CO₂ per year.

Total amount 349.74 t  CO2

I

F

R

Climate protaction
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PRODUCT CARBON 
  FOOTPRINT DATA REPORT  

The climate impact of the products accounts for 
a large part of the overall balance. Approximately 
60–70% of the footprint is generated along the 
supply chain, so we are also focusing on this. How-
ever, we are still in the early stages of calculating 
and offsetting the Product Carbon Footprint.

In the 2021/22 WINTER SEASON, the 
emissions for the Freeride and 
Swisswool products were collected 
and offset. The two collections make 
up for 20.23% of all products at a 
style level. A total of 4,813t CO₂ was 
offset.

The CO₂ emissions for the SUMMER 2022 

climbing collection were calculated at 
1,838t. Offsetting the emissions means 
that 19.68% of the total collection 
is offset.

We will be taking a big step in the 
2022/23 WINTER SEASON, by which 
time the entire collection will be 
climate neutral.

Initiating and implementing more sustainable 
production along the entire value-added chain, 
especially in the early stages, is an enormous 
undertaking. It requires a great deal of detailed 
work and intense cooperation with our produc-
ers – and solidarity with other manufacturers. 
Together we can achieve so much more!

I

F

R

Climate protaction
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The Partnership for Sustainable Textiles 
has set out to improve the social and eco-
logical conditions in global textile produc-
tion. It sees itself as a platform for learning, 
dialogue and knowledge exchange. It pre-
pares information and experiences, which 
it shares with all members through work-
shops, work in project groups and with the 
help of tools and support materials.

THE THREE PILLARS 
OF OUR WORK IN THE 
EXPERT GROUP ARE:

• Identifying climate risks in our own supply chain
• Individual, risk-minimizing objectives

• Developing solutions to better measure and quantify 
environmental impacts in the context of review 
processes

• Defining minimum climate protection requirements 
for members of the Partnership

• Formulating climate risk reduction targets for the 
Partnership and initiating joint measures

• Information and support materials for all members of 
the Partnership, e.g. on reduction and offsetting of 
greenhouse gas emissions and the switch to 
renewable energy sources 

Individual responsibility

Joint projects

Learning and dialogue

Initial results of this work include a comprehensive 
collection of resources on life cycle assessment tools and 

a multi-stage action plan. This is intended to promote the 
implementation of a wide range of climate protection meas-
ures – within the company itself, along the supply chain and 
also in the company’s communication with end customers.

Our involvement in the expert group allows us to stay up to 
date when it comes to innovative tools, diverse knowledge 
and inspiring best-practice examples from our peers. But, 
much more than that, we are motivated by the idea of 
conducting pioneering work together and taking the lead in 
shaping the development of the entire industry with regard to 
climate protection with the recommendations for action we 
have developed. 

We are a member of the Partnership for Sustainable Textiles and are 
involved in the expert group on climate protection. This is where we 
can learn from other members and share our own experiences. The 
expert group works together to provide assistance and guidance to 
minimize climate risks in all parts of the supply chain and make this 
available to other members of the partnership.

PIONEERING WORK  
         FOR THE INDUSTRY

I

F
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Climate protaction
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C O N T E N T BETTER TOGETHER IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN 

  DECARBONIZATION 
PROJECT
As part of a joint initiative of the European Outdoor Group 
(EOG), ORTOVOX and nine other outdoor brands are joining 
forces to help reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
promote the use of renewable energy in the supply chain.

The carbon footprint generated by the 
production of outdoor clothing, footwear 
and hard goods is significant, with the 
highest potential for savings – around 
60-70% – lying dormant in the raw 
material and processing stages of the 
supply chain

For the industry to contribute to 
achieving the necessary global cli-

mate targets, not only are considerable 
resources required, but also creativity in 
how protective measures are formulated 
and a new way of thinking about how we 
work together. ORTOVOX and brands such 
as Burton, GORE-TEX and Mammut are 
leading the way and actively participating 
in the Supply Chain Decarbonization Pro-
ject. Launched in late 2021, the initiative 
takes advantage of the fact that while 
individual supply chains are global and 
diverse, many outdoor companies share 
production facilities – whether knowingly 
or not. The opportunities that arise from 
these overlaps are immense!  

 

I

F
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Climate protaction
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The greater good

There is overlap, but not all factories 
are shared by all brands. The share of 
production also often differs consider-
ably. From our present point of view, all 
ten participating brands will share the 
remediation costs equally, regardless of 
how many shared factories they use or 
how heavily they use them. Therefore, it 
is that funds provided by ORTOVOX will 
also be used for facilities that do not 
produce for us. And that is okay, because 
the long-term overarching goal is to 
reduce CO₂ emissions in complex global 
supply chains.

This cooperation means that all compa-
nies will be able to significantly reduce 
their individual financial costs and thus 
implement more measures – regardless 
of their own interests, and with a view to 
protecting the environment together!

This may also encourage less expe-
rienced brands or those with fewer 
resources to also participate in supply 
chain optimization projects.

 

Key stages for CO₂ emissions 
are identified through opera-
tional audits and possible 
measures for reduction are 
determined.

Determine 
potential

2

The European Outdoor Group (EOG) was 
founded in 2003 by 19 of the world’s largest 
outdoor companies. The initiators were quick to 
recognize the need for a unified, cross-border 
approach to representing the Outdoor sector. 
In a world of increasing internationalization, 
legislation, the environment, the media and 
trade are all now multinational issues. The 
combined strength of the EOG’s 110 members 
gives the group tremendous power to represent 
the European outdoor industry in a constructive, 
positive way.

Milestones in 
the Supply Chain 
Decarbonization 
Project

During the pilot project, 
it became clear that 
about 15% of facilities 
were shared.

Focus projects are jointly 
defined and funding is provided 
for the necessary renovation 
and improvement measures, e.g. 
for the installation of solar 
panels or the procurement of 
more efficient equipment.

Identify 
overlaps

Implement 
improvements

$

1

3

Climate protaction
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      THE FOOTPRINT  
   OF OUR SHEEP

On our path to carbon neutrality, we are 
looking at all aspects of the supply 

chain and developing measures to mini-
mize our carbon footprint in cooperation 
with our producers. In particular, our 
partnerships with our wool farmers are 
based upon remarkable closeness, trust 
and a shared mindset when it comes to 
sustainability. Only then can ORTOVOX 
create unique opportunities to implement 
effective changes right at the very begin-
ning of the supply chain.  

Within the wool supply chain, the majority of CO₂ 
emissions occur at the farm level, primarily from 
the sheep themselves. Together with our producers 
in Tasmania, we initiated the OWP Carbon Farm 
Project to calculate emissions. 

I
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Climate protaction
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C O N T E N T Through the OWP Carbon Farm Project, 
ORTOVOX aims to build knowledge on the 
topic of CO₂ emissions on wool farms. To 
begin with, one-to-one meetings were 
held with seven partners to understand 
the individual challenges of the farms and 
to help with the preparation of an initial 
carbon balance. The calculated footprint 
only relates to the wool and the part of the 
farm used for wool production. All emis-
sions are included, as well as an estimate 
of the carbon storage in the vegetation and 
soil based upon information provided by 
the farmer. 

The study is being conducted in accord-
ance with international standards – in 
particular ISO 14040 and 14044, and ISO 
14067 – and no third-party verification 
was carried out for the initial survey.

We are pleased to report that the emis-
sions of ORTOVOX partners are below 
the average of comparable wool farms in 
Australia. And it became clear that some 
farms also have various options for reduc-
tion and offsetting.

We will now develop strategies and adopt 
measures based upon these results. A first 
step is to plant trees on the farmland. This 
offers the opportunity to offset some of the 
greenhouse gas emissions from livestock 
farming while providing additional benefits 
for biodiversity, soil erosion and salinity, 
and animal welfare.

We are pleased to report that 
the emissions of ORTOVOX 
partners are below the average 
of comparable wool farms in 
Australia. 

We are still at the beginning of the project. 
However, with the workshops and prepara-
tion of the reports, we have already taken 
a major step towards familiarizing farmers 
with the issue and creating awareness of 
ORTOVOX’s climate protection goals. 

Climate protaction
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ENVIRONMENTAL
       PROTACTION
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  COMMITMENT ACROSS  
      ALL BORDERS

We began in 2020 by supporting a project to 
conserve the Tarkine, one of the oldest, most 

biodiverse rainforests in the world, which is threat-
ened by large-scale deforestation for the mining and 
timber industries. It is located in the north west of 
Tasmania, the home of our merino wool producers, 
and is invaluable in terms of the diversity of its flora 
and fauna – and as a giant green lung for our planet. 

Thanks to our close relationships with our partners, we 
also get to know their regions and uniqueness. During 
interesting conversations with the local people, we 
learned about their concerns and motivations – such 
as the preservation of two extraordinary ecosystems. 
It quickly became clear to us that we wanted to get 
involved in the local community!

TARKINE,  
TASMANIA

Environmental protaction

Learn more about Tarkine
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C O N T E N T Since 2021, we have supported the 
ecological restoration of the Narcissi 

Valley in the Carpathian Biosphere 
Reserve near one of our production sites 
in Ukraine. The vision and commitment of 
those responsible for the project inspired 
us from the very beginning. An increase in 
dry periods and the decline in traditional 
farming has resulted in a dramatic 
reduction in biodiversity there. A type of 
narcissus that grows only in this valley 
is in fact threatened with extinction. The 
aim of this initiative is to restore the water 
level in order to conserve the biodiversity 
of the valley’s meadows. Furthermore, 
local species such as water buffalo are to 
be reintroduced to the landscape. 

NARZISSENTAL,  
UKRAINE

We feel closely connected 
to these regions. Everything 
is interconnected and what 
happens on this planet affects 
us all – no matter where! 

Stefanie Rieder-Haas,  
ORTOVOX Chief Supply Chain Officer (CSCO)
Division Sustainability & Quality

Promoting biodiversity, combatting climate 
change while supporting the local commu-
nities around the production sites – three 
very good reasons for our involvement in 
the Tarkine and the Narcissi Valley. This 
also makes ORTOVOX a Summit Member of 
the European Outdoor Conservation Associ-
ation (EOCA). Membership recognizes great 
dedication to conservation projects. It’s 
something we’re very proud of. 

For every order purchased from the 
online store and not returned, ORTOVOX 
donates €3 to the “Rescue the Narcissi 
Valley” foundation. Part of the proceeds 
from the sale of the “Save The Tarkine 
Collection” goes to the Bob Brown 
Foundation, which is committed to the 
conservation of the rainforest. In total, 
we have already raised more than 
€36,999. As a Summit Member of the 
EOCA, we also generate even more 
attention for both projects.

Environmental protaction
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donate these funds monthly to humanitarian aid instead.
The donation amount already raised for the Narcissi Valley 
will remain untouched but frozen for the time being. In 
addition to biodiversity, the project also promotes stable 
income through dairy farming and tourism in the region. 
This will still be relevant after the war – perhaps even 
more so than before.

Our thoughts are with our partners in Ukraine and we 
hope to be able to make a valuable contribution with our 
commitment.
 

IN SOLIDARITY  
    WITH UKRAINE  

The responsible body for the renaturation project in the 
Narcissi Valley (see previous page) is the non-profit 
organization “Danube-Carpathian Programme”, based in 
Lviv. Those in charge have redirected the focus for the 
duration of the Russian invasion – from nature-based to 
humanitarian. The aim is to support the people who need 
it most right now.

To this end, we are also reorganizing our activities in 
Ukraine: Until recently, we donated €3 to the Narcissi 
Valley project for every package that was not returned. 
Due to the current situation, we promptly decided to 

The close cooperation and partnership with our two 
production sites in Ukraine do not simply stop at the factory 
gate. We feel connected to the country and its people and 
wish to do our bit to support them in these difficult times.
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224.5km
      LESS PLASTIC

The route from the Ortovox headquarters near Munich in Germany, 
past the Zugspitze mountain, on to Serfaus in Austria and Livigno 
in Italy, all the way to the 4,000-meter-high Piz Bernina mountain 
in Switzerland crosses beautiful landscapes that need to be 
protected. Our colleagues Jasmina and Sonja came up with the 
packaging initiative to do their bit towards climate neutrality, and 
achieved impressive results within just one year.

ORTOVOX HQ  
TAUFKIRCHEN,  
BAVARIA
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GSORTOVOX employees Sonja and Jasmina 

By motivating the whole team, and 
questioning and rethinking everything 

together, they have managed to generate 
new momentum. In doing so, numerous large 
and small adjustments were made in all 
departments, contributing to the success of 
the initiative. 

The remarkable 
results

CO₂ emissions were reduced 
by more than 25%

About 3.5 tons of plastic are 
being saved annually. This 
corresponds to 850,330 
polybags, which when strung 
together would span a 
distance of 224.5 kilometers.
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PIZ BERNINA  
SWISS ALPS
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Recycling at home and avoiding the use of plastic is an important step. But we 
can have an even greater impact with our company project. Being able to have so 
much more leverage is a good feeling 

Jasmina Vo-Van,  
ORTOVOX Product Developer 1st and 2nd Layer Mountainwear

Measures to reduce CO₂

Changing all polybags to 30% post-consumer and 70%        
pre-consumer waste recycled material from the 2021  
summer season

Using variable size shipping boxes for the online shop, made 
from 100% recycled paper and colored with chalk

Using paper waste as void fill in packages

Switching to digital invoicing

Eliminating online shop return labels

Measures to reduce plastic

Using clay-based, compostable anti-mold protection for 
transporting backpacks (Dri Clay® instead of silica gel) 

Halving the amount of labels used for transport

 

Eliminating poly mailers and EAN labels 

Using new folding techniques to reduce the size of packaged 
products 

Using master poly bags and reducing packaging when 
shipping samples
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One of the ways 
we have been able 
to save 3.5 tons of 
plastic annually is 
by using new folding 
techniques to reduce 
the size of packaged 
products. 

Environmental protaction
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SINGLE-USE  
  PLASTIC PROJECT

Industry-wide challenges require an 
industry-oriented solution. For this 
reason, 30 outdoor brands have joined 
forces to take responsibility and make 
the use of single-use plastic bags more 
sustainable and efficient.  
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Polybags are disposable packaging mainly 
used in product transportation to protect 
items from dirt, moisture and damage. 
The main problem is not the plastic itself, 
but what happens to it after the bags have 
been used: Only a fraction of polybags get 
recycled after they reach the consumer.

The aim of the brands joining forces in the 
Single-Use Plastic Project is to make the 
use of polybags more sustainable and to 
develop a recyclable alternative. In the first 
step, the participating companies looked 
at the extent of the problem within the 
industry and examined the journey taken 
by polybags from manufacture to disposal. 
Then, they analyzed possible material 
variants in terms of ecological impact. 
They also discussed alternative ways to 
reuse the polybags after they are used.

The vision is to use polybags with the 
same specifications, such as material 
properties, printing and labels, across all 
brands in order to increase reusability. The 
requirements are now being examined and 
new standards defined in order to move 
closer to this goal.

Another approach to reducing the use of 
polybags is to remove the products from 
the bags before the final delivery or hand-
over to the end customer, thus ensuring 
that the plastic is properly disposed of and 
recycled. This turns the linear process into 
a circle.

However, there is still a long way to go 
until this happens, as the needs of the 
brands and the take-back systems in the 
different countries / sales markets are 
sometimes very different. 

ORTOVOX has been part of this cooper-
ation since 2019. As we do not have our 
own ORTOVOX stores, our influence on the 
brick-and-mortar retail sector is lower 
than for other brands. However, we are 
sharing lessons learned from our pack-
aging initiative, such as switching polybag 
production to 30% recycled post-con-
sumer material. In this way, we aim to 
inspire and motivate other members to 
also take advantage of the potential they 
have to reduce packaging waste.

PRODUCER BRAND / DEALER

STORE

CUSTOMER

RECYCLE

Environmental protaction
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EXPLORING THE     
    HIGG INDEX

The HIGG Index is a tool explicitly adapted to 
the needs of the textile industry to determine 
the ecological and social footprint of products, 
materials and production sites. 

THE HIGG INDEX 
DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN:

Material  
Sustainability  
Index [MSI]

Product  
Module [PM]

Facility  
Environmental  
Module [FEM]

Facility Social  
& Labor  
Module [FSLM]

Brand and  
Retail  
Assessment  
[BRM]

Calculation of the eco-balance of 
individual materials

Calculation of the eco-balance of 
an entire product

Evaluation of production facilities 
with regard to environmental 
factors such as energy 
consumption, emissions and waste 
management

Evaluation of production facilities 
with regard to social factors such 
as working hours, wages, health 
and safety

Assessment of company-specific 
factors such as management 
systems, infrastructure, packaging 
and supply chains

It aims to evaluate as many parts of the 
lifecycle as possible from the perspective 

of various factors. This enables compar-
ison of the effects of different products 
– for example, a jacket and a pair of pants 
– based upon several variables.

We wish to gain a better understanding 
of the HIGG toolkit, its strengths and 
weaknesses, and explore the extent to 
which we can integrate it into our existing 
assessment system. 

Thus, we are taking part in a pilot project 
of the European Outdoor Group. The 
EOG wants to promote open discussion 
between the participating brands and 
to highlight the challenges and issues 
involved in the introduction and use of 
HIGG in companies. We hope that our 
participation will help us explore how the 
HIGG index can be incorporated into the 
further development of sustainable prod-
ucts and materials and into the selection 
of suitable partners.

.
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C O N T E N T          OUR GOAL:
100% PFC-FREE

We have made it our goal to sell only 
PFC-free products by 2024. As there 
are currently very few alternative 
materials on the market with a level of 
functionality sufficient for high alpine 
activities, there is a gap here that still 
needs to be filled. We are taking on this 
challenge.

What are PFCs?

PFC stands for “per- and polyfluorinated 
chemicals”. This very stable, artificially 
produced compound of carbon and fluo-
rine is water, grease and dirt repellent as 
well as chemically and thermally stable. 
Because of these special properties, PFCs 
are still used in the field of mountain 
sports apparel. 

What are the dangers of 
PFCs?

PFCs are not biodegradable and spread 
quickly throughout the environment – in 
groundwater, plants, organisms and, 
therefore, in the food chain, too. Today’s 
industry is aware of the dangers of PFCs 
and alternatives are increasingly being 
used. 
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Accessories82.86%

Summer season 2022

                   PROPORTION OF 
PFC-FREE STYLES  

         PER PRODUCT CATEGORY

100% 
PFC free

96.15%

1st & Baselayer
2nd Layer
3rd Layer
Safety products
Backpacks and bags

Accessoires

Swisswool
1st & Baselayer
2nd Layer
Safety Products

3rd Layer

Backpacks and bags

Winter season 2022/23

93.10%

94.87%

100% 
PFC free For example, the women's trousers 

Mèdola and the men's model Bacun have 
been produced with the impregnation 
DWR C6 since their market launch a few 
years ago. This is used to repel water 
and dirt and to guarantee the function-
ality of the trousers in adverse outdoor 
conditions.

With DWR C0, there is now a reliable 
alternative that will only be used in the 
next style update. For the winter season 
2022/23, the two models will therefore 
still be produced with DWR C6; the 
changeover to new models will then take 
place for the summer season 2023.

Why isn't 100% 
everywhere?

Environmental protaction
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RESPONSIBLE PRODUCTION      
        WITHOUT HARMFUL 
 SUBSTANCES

In order to ensure that no risky or even harmful 
chemicals are used in our products, we require our 
partners and suppliers to comply with our “Guide 
to Chemical Management and Compliance”. These 
guidelines are a commitment between ORTOVOX and 
all suppliers who contribute parts or downstream 
processes to our products.
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We use certain chemical processes 
in our production to ensure the 

functionality, product quality and safety of 
our products. And we wish to minimize the 
emission of harmful substances into the 
environment and to the customer. Together 
with our producers, we are taking on the 
challenge of establishing safer, more 
sustainable chemical management in our 
supply chain. Our goal is to ensure that no 
hazardous chemicals are released.

As a first step, we are increasing aware-
ness around the use and avoidance of 
harmful substances, and are holding our 
partners accountable. To this end, we 
have drawn up binding guidelines and 
submitted them to our producers for 
signature. This commitment includes the 
Manufacturing Restricted Substances 
List (MRSL) of the ZDHC* as well as the 
Restricted Substances List (RSL) based 
upon the strict bluesign* standard.

The two lists include chemicals that are 
restricted or completely banned in the 
production process (MRSL) or may only be 
present to a limited extent or not at all in 
the end product (RSL).

We also provide our suppliers with com-
prehensive information on issues such as 
workplace safety, inventory, management 
of chemicals and wastewater management.

Zero Discharge of Hazardous 
Chemicals is a coalition of 
international companies and 
organizations working together 
to eliminate hazardous chemi-
cals in the textile industry. They 
developed the Manufacturing 
Restricted Substances List for 
this purpose.

Ever since, manufacturing in 
accordance with our “Guide 
to Chemical Management 
and Compliance” has been a 
binding requirement for further 
cooperation with ORTOVOX.

Environmental protaction
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DURABILITY
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C O N T E N T THERE’S MORE!  
  CARE & REPAIR
A key factor in assessing a product’s 
sustainability is its useful life. Our clothing, 
backpacks and emergency equipment are 
designed for maximum durability with the least 
amount of maintenance. But it is not possible 
to do away with it entirely!

Careful manufacturing and multi-stage 
quality control ensure the highest 

possible quality standard. However, natural 
products such as the merino and virgin 
wool we use have unique properties and 
require special care. To ensure that users 
can enjoy their ORTOVOX product for as 
long as possible, we are expanding the 

Care & Repair program bit by bit and 
providing tips and support to extend the 
product life cycle.  

Durability
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C O N T E N T How do look after merino wool? How 
do I fix a hole? What’s important when 
caring for backpacks? We already 
answer questions like these with the 
detailed care instructions on our prod-
uct labels as well as on our website. 
We will be expanding this area with 
videos that are both entertaining and 
informative and thus motivate people 
to use products for longer.

In addition, our in-house service 
center can help: Our three seam-
stresses not only handle complaints, 
but also help our customers deal 
with damage, even if that damage is 
caused by the customer. This is our 
way of helping to establish a more 
sustainable way of doing mountain 
sports. 

A patch on a jacket is not a flaw – 
it tells a story. 

How do 
I look after 

merino 
wool? 

How 
do I fix
a hole?

What’s 

important 

when caring 

for backpacks? 

Durability
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BORROWING 
         NOT BUYING

If you are trying out a new activity first, testing 
something in practice before buying, or if you’re not 
going to use the equipment on a regular basis – there 
are many reasons for hiring a product instead of 
buying it. Something that is already common practice 
for things such as skis and ski boots is becoming 
increasingly popular for other equipment as well. 
ORTOVOX teams up with dealers to offer selected 
equipment for renting out. 
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C O N T E N T Emergency equipment such as shovels, 
probes and avalanche transceivers 

have been available for rental from 
ORTOVOX for several years through 
selected dealers and Safety Academy 
partners. In the past winter season, a new 
pilot project was launched to gain initial 
experience with clothing and backpacks, 
too.

By expanding the rental business, 
ORTOVOX is committed to ensuring the 
best possible utilization of products.

Being a company that depends upon product sales for its 
livelihood, this is naturally an area of conflicting priorities 
for us. However, we believe in conscious, sustainable 
consumption and the reduction of excess. 

Katrin Bauer,  
ORTOVOX Head of CSR

We are at the beginning of a learning 
process in our expansion of our services, 
as there is only limited data and studies 
on the sustainability benefits of rental 
concepts. Therefore, we are closely 
monitoring how well these are accepted 
and used in order to gain meaningful 
insights from the pilot project. 

Participating dealers and the 
products available for rental 
can be easily checked on our 
website: 

ORTOVOX.COM

Durability

https://ortovox.com/de-en/service/verleihservice
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As part of the project, students from 
the Research Institute for Textiles 

and Clothing examine various selected 
garments from members of the Textiles 
Partnership to determine the products’ 
recyclability.

• What fibers and materials are used 
and can they be easily separated?

• Can they be reused or are there more 
sustainable alternatives?

• What production technologies can be 
introduced to increase recyclability 
while maintaining or even improving 
product quality?

Only 1% of all clothing collected worldwide 
can currently be recycled. There are many 
reasons for this. In cooperation with the 
Hochschule Niederrhein, the Partnership 
for Sustainable Textiles has launched the 
“Recyclable Product Clones” project to 
identify barriers to recyclability and find 
solutions for improved recycling processes. 

These are just some of the questions 
that the students and the Textiles Part-
nership want to answer in cooperation 
with the partners. The goal is to develop 
more sustainable “product clones” of 
the reviewed textiles that will enable 
high-quality recycling.

   LET’S 
USE IT AGAIN!

ORTOVOX sent in the Pelmo Pants M for 
analysis and received valuable feedback 
on possible improvements regarding 
materials and processing. The proposals 
are now being tested by the team and 
will be incorporated into new product 
developments and design processes.

ORTOVOX has had one of 
its products evaluated, 
too. 
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ANIMAL 
WELFARE
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Animal welfare

Rothamay

Gleneg

Hobart

Launceston

Bicton

Ashby

Kenilworth

Beaufort

Lewisham

TARKINE
Rain Forest

     SHEEP AND THE 
 ENVIRONMENT – ALWAYS THE 
    FOCUS OF ATTENTION

LEWISHAM FARM, 
TASMANIA

We have been sourcing our merino wool from selected 
farms in Tasmania since 2010. One of them is Lewisham 
in the east of the island, run by Lindsay and Rae Young. 
The couple use modern technology and data analytics to 
conserve the land and ensure animal welfare.

Lewisham was purchased by the Young 
family in 1946. The current owners 

gradually extended the land and manage 
the farm in a very sustainable way. Rae is 
a qualified botanist and uses the analytical 
approach from research for the benefit of 
the farm. Lewisham consequently became 
a showcase farm for sustainable manage-
ment. 

Lindsay and Rae Young  
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The pair are particularly proud of their 
Property Plan, which combines key 
aspects of sheep farming with criteria for 
sustainable land use. The feed require-
ments of each sheep are analyzed in 
detail. The sheep are then grouped accord-
ingly and distributed to pastures that meet 
the respective needs of the animals.

Different types of grass and crops grow 
in the various enclosures, providing the 
sheep with the necessary nutrients. A 
clever rotation system ensures balanced 
wear of the soil and sufficient time for 
regeneration. This precise planning saves 
resources and is also reflected in the 
quality of the wool. 

Due to little rain in recent years, manage-
ment of water as a resource is one of Rae 
and Lindsay’s biggest challenges. The 
drought has also reduced the size of the 
sheep flock. As a result, the two now run 
Lewisham as a “mixed enterprise farm.” 
That means they combine animal hus-
bandry with agriculture. Rae for example 
deals with the cultivation of various crops 
such as berries, garlic and beans. This 
combination not only ensures a stable 
income but also enables even more diver-
sified, sustainable land usage. 

Our relationship with Lindsay and Rae is 
shaped by friendship and mutual trust. 
Together, we are now taking another step 
towards climate neutrality with the pilot 
project to reduce the carbon footprint of 
our sheep’s wool producers.

VIDEO PORTRAIT LEWISHAM

The sheep are shorn 
every eight months

6,000 sheep on  
1,000 hectares of land

Animal welfare

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oVC3Su7z1E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oVC3Su7z1E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oVC3Su7z1E
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To create globally sustainable structures, the United Nations 
member states set themselves 17 goals, which are enshrined 
in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development: Sustainable 
Development Goals, or SDGs for short.

Our aim is to make a difference with our day-to-day actions. We 
are committed to the sustainability goals. Not every goal concerns 
ORTOVOX to the same extent. Nevertheless, we support all of the 
goals regarding our own economic activity and beyond.

SDG P ages
1  **

2  *

3 2,5,7

4 2,5,7,22,23

5  **

6  *

7  *

8 2,5,7,8,11

9  *

10 2,5,7,8,11

11  *

12 2-46

13 2,5,7-29,33

14  *

15 2,5,7-11,22-37,43-46

16  *

17 2,5,8,9,16,19-27,31-33,36-46

SDG INDEX                   

Indexes

** see People Report * No explicit focus

https://www.ortovox.com/ORTOVOX/catalogs/sustainability-insights/en/index.html
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DNK INDEX                   
DNK Criterion P ages GRI  SRS

0  General information 2-6

1 Strategy 7,8

2 Materiality 10

3 Objectives 8,11,34,35

4 Depth of the Value Chain 9

5 Responsibility 2,5,7 GRI SRS-102-16

6 Rules and Processes 8

7 Control 8

8 Incentive Schemes  * GRI SRS-102-35*, GRI SRS-102-38* 

9 Stakeholder Engagement 7,8,9 GRI SRS-102-44

10 Innovation and Product Management 34-45 G4-FS11*

11 Usage of Naturla Resources 34-37
14,17,20-23,28-33

GRI SRS-301-1, 
GRI SRS-302-1

12 Resource Management 20-23,28-33,41-43 GRI SRS-302-4*, GRI SRS-303-3*, GRI SRS-306-3*

13 Climate-Relevant Emissions (THG-GHG) 17 GRI SRS-305-1, GRI SRS-305-2, GRI SRS-305-3
GRI SRS-305-5*

14 Employee Rights  **

15 Equal Opportunities  **

16 Qualifications  **

17 Human Rights  **

18 Corporate Citizenship  **

19 Political Influence  **

20 Conduct that Complies with the Law and Policy  ** GRI SRS-205-1*, GRI SRS-205-3*, GRI SRS-419-1*

The German Sustainability Code (Deutscher Nach- 
haltigkeits-Kodex - DNK) was developed in 2010 by 
the German Council for Sustainable Development with 
representatives from politics, companies, the financial 
market and civil society organizations. 

ORTOVOX reports voluntarily on the 20 DNK criteria in 
the 2022 Planet Report. Information on key areas is 
provided for here, and some performance indicators 
are recorded. Some of the DNK criteria focusing upon 
social areas were reported in last year’s People Report 
or are planned for the next reporting period.

*not yet reported here** see People Report

Indexes

https://www.ortovox.com/ORTOVOX/catalogs/sustainability-insights/en/index.htm
https://www.ortovox.com/ORTOVOX/catalogs/sustainability-insights/en/index.html
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Katrin Bauer
ORTOVOX Head of CSR
csr@ortovox.com

CONTACT

LEGAL NOTICE

ORTOVOX SPORTARTIKEL GMBH

Rotwandweg 5, D-82024 Taufkirchen

Represented by the CEO 

Christian Schneidermeier

Publication: 05/2022

CAP Corrective Action Plan: catalogue of improvement measures as part of the audit result

CCF Company Carbon Footprint: quantifies the company’s CO₂ balance

CSR Corporate Social Responsibility: describes a company’s socially responsible actions

DNK German Sustainability Code: a cross-industry transparency standard for the reporting of 
business sustainability performance

EOCA European Outdoor Conservation Association; von der Outdoor-Industrie gegründet, 
um der Natur etwas zurückzugeben und unser aller Lebensgrundlage zu erhalten

EOG European Outdoor Conservation Association: founded by the outdoor industry to give some-
thing back to nature and preserve all our livelihoods

FWF Fair Wear Foundation: partner for a fair, ethical textile industry

GRI SRS Global Reporting Initiative, Sustainable Reporting Standards: independent international initia-
tive for the development of global sustainability reporting standards

HIGG INDEX Tool named after the HIGGS particle and explicitly adapted to the needs of the textile industry 
to determine the ecological and social footprint of products, materials and production sites

CLIMATE 
NEUTRALISED

Offsetting of unavoidable emissions through recognized climate projects

MRSL Manufacturing Restricted Substances List: list of chemicals, the use of which in the production 
process is restricted to specified dosages or completely prohibited

MULESING Removal of the skin around a sheep’s tail without analgesia

OWP ORTOVOX Wool Promise: wool standard developed by ORTOVOX

PCF Product Carbon Footprint: quantifies a product’s CO₂ balance

PFC Perfluorinated and polyfluorinated chemicals: water, grease and dirt repellent, chemically and 
thermally stable but not biodegradable

RSL Restricted Substances List: list of substances or substance groups that may only be present to 
a limited extent or not present at all in the end product

SCOPE Scopes of application for preparing the carbon footprint from the Greenhouse Gas [GHG] 
Protocol, divided into three areas (Scope 1–3)

SDG Sustainable Development Goals: the United Nations’ 17 sustainable development goals for a 
better future

TIER Levels of the supply pyramid  

ZDHC Zero Discharge of Hazardous Chemicals: coalition of companies and organizations working to 
eliminate hazardous chemicals in the textile industry

GLOSSAR


